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Get better at sharing…the street

Conclusion

Roads aren’t just made for cars, cyclists and pedestrians. There are a variety of 

other vehicles, big and small, that we must take special consideration of due to their size and the 

role they play on the road.

Take extra care when sharing the road with the vehicles 

above as they propose different challenges on the road. 

Ensure that you know what steps to take to ensure you 

are properly accommodating them on the road. 

To learn more about how you can become a better sharer 

of our streets, visit www.truceto.com, or take the 

TruceTO street safety quiz to test your knowledge on safe 

street sharing practices. 

• When passing streetcars, drivers and cyclists must pass on the right unless on a one-way road.
       - At streetcar stops, stay at least two metres behind the rear doors and be aware of pedestrians disembarking.

• When crossing the street, pedestrians must look both ways when boarding or disembarking from a streetcar.

Buses

Streetcars 

• Drivers and cyclists should be aware of bus stops and where passengers board and disembark.
       - When a bus is exiting a bus stop and begins flashing its left-turn signals, you must allow the bus to re-enter traffic.

• On a road without a median:
       - In either direction, drivers and cyclists must stop for a school bus with its upper red lights flashing until the lights have stopped flashing.

                    o If approaching from the front, stop at a safe distance of approximately 20 metres.

• On a road with a median, drivers and cyclists are not required to stop when coming from the opposite direction.

• Pedestrians must always cross in front of the school bus and not behind; the driver must be able to see you.
       - Pedestrians taking the bus must be ten steps behind the front or right side of the bus before boarding.

Emergency vehicles
• On a multi-lane highway, drivers and cyclists must slow down, signal and move as close to the right side as
   possible, and stop when safe.

• On a two-lane road, drivers and cyclists must signal and move to the right, clear of any intersection, and stop.

• On a one-way street, drivers and cyclists must signal and move to the right or the left side of the street, clear
   of any intersection, and stop.

• Upon hearing and seeing an emergency vehicle approaching from either direction, pedestrians should not
  cross the road until the vehicle has passed and the pedestrian lights signal that it is safe to do so.

School buses

Motorcycles
• Drivers in all vehicles must treat motorcycles as full vehicles that require a full lane. 


